
Sun	in	Pisces/Moon	in	Sagittarius:	
	

Sophist	
 
You will probably travel the world because of your craving for adventure and novelty. 
You are under the power of your luck because you are a bit fearless. You believe 
completely in your good fortune and rightfully so, because it always comes through for 
you. Your greatest resource is faith. The farsighted Sagittarian Moon enhances the 
inspired intuitive and poetic imagination of Pisces. You are always fresh and 
appealing and your optimism and enthusiasm are boundless. Extremely bright, your 
mind likes the theoretical, the spiritual, and the philosophical. You set high goals for 
yourself and you have versatile, creative and artistic talents. Both in spirit and in 
thought, liberty is the thing you crave most, and this makes you a very inventive and 
tolerant individual. Victor Hugo, Albert Einstein, and Maxim Gorky are some 
outstanding natives of your combination. Your charm is very innocent and brings out 
the protective feelings of others. You are an idealist and lover of life like most Pisces-
Sagittarian. You think this is the best of all possible worlds, even if others do not 
agree. You are, for some reason, in a constant state of confusion. Kierkegaard or 
Nietzsche are not a problem for you, but your checkbook is because you cannot 
balance it. There is not a pragmatic bone in your body and you reside in a world of 
ideas and impressions, and the ordinary details of life just annoy you. However you do 
have a keen intuition that manages to move you away from dangers. You have a huge 
faculty for happiness and are always an optimist. You see nothing but a sunny future 
for yourself. However, it is possible for you can fool yourself into thinking that things 
are better than they really are. Rather than handle them head on, Pisces-Sagittarians 
often tune out issues and difficulties and certainly this can cause more problems. You 
are not the business type as might be expected. Organization and structure are critical 
for your work and home life because you have a tendency to drift about. If you hope to 
apply yourself your intellectual talent and imagination need a foundation and structure. 
Without his, your dreams could remain only dreams. Associate with individuals who 
are strong willed and have a positive effect on you because you are very suggestible 
and gullible. There is little you are unable to achieve after you have gotten the proper 
training and focus. There is nothing traditional about you and thus everything you do 
is, in a sense, original and aimed at change.  
  


